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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2601-“Nonsense! The Premium Energy 
Nurturing Pills may help martial artists with their training, but they aren’t that 
much better than rare herbs! Besides, they are only offering twenty percent of 
profit. The others aren’t fools and wouldn’t possibly work with Cynthion 
Group!” Jayden sneered and scoffed. 

His arrogance led him to believe that the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills were 
just as effective as rare herbs. 

Since Cynthion Group offered low profit, he did not think that others would 
fight for a chance to work with them. 

He assumed that Renee was merely exaggerating to convince Caleb and 
could not think of any other explanation. 

“That’s right. It’s quite strange.” “Cynthion Group is offering too little, so why 
would other families accept such a deal?” 

Caleb and the others immediately regained their composure. 

They only refused to work with Cynthion Group because the profit Leon 
offered was too low. If the Morrisons were not happy with it, it was hard to 
believe that other families would accept such terms. 

“The profit Cynthion Group offers isn’t that high, but their alchemical pills 
worked miraculously and there is great growth potential. Considering how 
much they make, twenty percent of profit is already a lot. Any family would 
benefit greatly from working with Cynthion Group,” Renee said. 

“The pills work miraculously? How so? I’ve seen how the Premium Energy 
Nurturing Pills work and they work similarly with rare herbs. It’s not that big a 
deal!” Jayden sneered and continued to look down at the alchemical pills. 

“Who said that the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills work like rare herbs? 
Uncle Jayden, these pills can increase the chances of a breakthrough as well. 

Ordinary herbs can’t compare with it. On top of that, the Premium Energy 
Nurturing Pills are way cheaper than herbs. You can’t compare the two!” 
Renee scoffed. 



She knew that in terms of enhancing strength, the Premium Energy Nurturing 
Pills worked similarly to herbs that grew for two to three hundred years. 

However, they could also increase the chances of a breakthrough. 

If martial artists take the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills consistently, they will 
have an easier time when they reach a bottleneck. In this aspect, rare herbs 
could not be compared. 

As for price, a Premium Energy Nurturing Pill would cost only tens of 
thousands, whereas herbs that grew for two to three hundred years would 
cost at least hundreds of thousands. 

With such big differences in price and effect, the Premium Energy Nurturing 
Pills were far better than herbs. 

It was almost certain that others would fight for a chance to work with 
Cynthion Group. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2602-“Renee, did you just say that 
Premium Energy Nurturing Pills can enhance the chances of a breakthrough? 
What a joke! That’s just false marketing. Are you taking that seriously?” 
Jayden mocked and laughed. 

Hugo purchased some Premium Energy Nurturing Pills from the southern 
region and he already heard the pills’ effect, but the chance for martial artists 
who took those to have a breakthrough was extremely low. 

From a business point of view, it was practically a gamble. 

Indeed, Hugo distributed the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills to some of the 
younger martial artists in the family, including Renee and Georgie. However, 
after using it for some time, no one succeeded in having a breakthrough with 
the help of the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills. 

Hence, Jayden assumed that the proclaimed effect of the Premium Energy 
Nurturing Pills was merely a means of marketing. 

It was a common tactic for business owners. 



“Yeah! Renee, you don’t know much about running a business. This type of 
false marketing can’t be taken seriously.” 

They all agreed along, thinking that Renee was being too naive. 

“Why not? Grandfather, I saw Jensen Daglesh trying the Premium Energy 
Nurturing Pill last night in front of everyone. With its help, he ascended to the 
Emperor State from the Semi-Emperor State. I saw it with my own eyes, so 
how can that be fake?” Renee said coldly before proceeding to recount the 
events of the night before. 

“What?” “The Premium Energy Nurturing Pills can get martial artists past 
bottlenecks?” “Are we hearing this right?” 

Caleb and the others were all shocked. 

At first, they agreed with Jayden and felt that the Premium Energy Nurturing 
Pills were merely a gimmick. 

To their surprise, the pill got Jensen to the Emperor state. 

Though the Semi-Emperor state and the Emperor state were merely a level 
apart, there was a big gap between them, and crossing it would be extremely 
challenging. 

It seemed that the Premium Energy Nurturing Pill indeed helped Jensen past 
the bottleneck of his training. 

This was practically a miracle and at that moment, they finally realized that the 
effect of the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills were true all along. They 
underestimated the pills’ effect and Cynthion Group. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2603-“That’s not possible! That’s not 
possibly true!” Jayden was just as shocked as the others. 

He thought that Renee was too naive to believe the false marketing Cynthion 
Group put up and even mocked her for it. 

However, reality delivered a blow to him. Never in his dream did he expect 
that the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills could get martial artists past the 
bottleneck of their training. 



In the end, he turned out to be a fool. He could not comprehend how Cynthion 
Group accomplished the impossible and could not bring himself to accept this. 

“It’s possible! The Premium Energy Nurturing Pill got Jensen to the Emperor 
State, but that’s the least Cynthion Group can do! They even have pills that 
can get martial artists past multiple barriers in one go! You are just too 
arrogant to recognize these alchemical pills!” Renee smirked and returned 
Jayden’s earlier mockery. 

Her words struck the others to the core. 

“Renee, what did you just say?” “Cynthion Group have pills that can get 
martial artists past multiple barriers? How is that possible?” 

The others’ jaws dropped and they exchanged looks of disbelief. 

What Renee said was so shocking that it surpassed what she said about 
Jensen having a breakthrough using the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills. 

For a moment, they could not believe that Cynthion Group could produce such 
powerful alchemical pills. 

“Renee, your stories are getting more and more surreal. There’s no shortcut in 
training as a martial artist so how can there be pills that help martial artists 
overcome several barriers at the same time? I think you are just exaggerating 
things to convince your grandfather!” Jayden said. 

The Emperor state was a difficult level to reach so he never believed that 
Jensen ascended to it with the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills to begin with. 

Now Renee’s stories became more surreal as she claimed that Cynthion 
Group had pills that could get martial artists past several barriers. 

It was so unbelievable that he could not help suspecting that Renee was just 
making things up to make Caleb cave. 

“That’s right!” “Renee, are you mistaken?” 

Doubtful expressions appeared on Caleb’s and the elders’ faces. 

They knew that the alchemical pills were made from rare herbs If Jensen got 
lucky and managed to get to the Emperor State. However, Renee claimed that 
there were pills that could get martial artists past multiple barriers. 



This was just something unheard of. 

When Jayden accused Renee of making things up to convince Caleb, they all 
felt that was possible. 

For a moment, no one could tell if Renee was telling the truth or if she was 
lying as Jayden said. 

“I’m not mistaken, nor am I bluffing to help Cynthion Group. I’m telling the 
truth,” 

Renee said firmly. 

“Truth? If that’s the case, what evidence do you have?” Jayden scoffed. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2604-“I don’t have Cynthion Group’s 
alchemical pills so how can I present evidence?” 

Renee frowned. 

“If that’s the case, it just means you can’t prove what you said. Don’t just 
make things up.” Jayden sneered. 

Since Renee could not present any evidence, he was certain that Renee was 
making things up when she said alchemical pills could get martial artists past 
multiple barriers, hoping to convince Caleb. 

Since this was fake, what she said about Jensen getting to the Emperor State 
with the Premium Energy Nurturing Pill could be a lie as well. 

Naturally, Caleb and the elders felt the same and became more doubtful. 

“Why you!” Frustrated, Renee wanted to say something when an idea crossed 
her mind. “Uncle Jayden, you want evidence, right? I’ll give you evidence.” 
“Oh? 

Sure! Present your evidence and show me if Cynthion Group produces 
alchemical pills that can get martial artists past multiple barriers.” Jayden 
scoffed. 



Though he did not know what proof Renee had, he knew that there was only 
one way for Renee to prove her words: she had to present the alchemical pills 
and perform a test right here and then or she could not be able to convince 
the others. 

Still, he did not think that Cynthion Group could actually produce such 
powerful pills and since Renee did not work for Cynthion Group, she could not 
possibly possess any of the pills. 

Before he could mock her, what happened next shocked them all. 

“I don’t have the pills with me and I can’t test them in front of you. 

However, if you don’t believe in what I said, you can see what power level I’m 
in and you will know if I’m telling the truth,” Renee said and released her true 
energy in the Emperor State. 

“The Emperor State?” Everyone was stunned when they detected that her 
power level was in the Initial Emperor state. 

State? How did you get to the Emperor State all of a sudden?” Hugo was 
shocked and rubbed his eyes in disbelief. 

Renee was his sister and he knew her well. Hence, he knew that she was in 
the To his bewilderment, Renee somehow reached the Emperor State. This 
was so surreal that he was shaken to the core. 

Naturally, the others were just as shocked as they all knew that Renee was in 
Emperor State. 

It was practically a miracle and they would have never believed this to be true 
if they did not see it with their own eyes. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2605-“Renee, what’s going on? How did 
you get to the Initial Emperor State all of a sudden?” Caleb snapped out of it 
and asked. 

“Grandfather, it’s all thanks to Hugh. Last night, he gave me alchemical pills 
during the bouquet that got me to the Emperor State,” Renee explained and 
proceeded to recount the details. 



“What? Does that mean that these pills can get martial artists past multiple 
barriers? You’ve gone past three barriers at once?” “How is that possible?” 

Caleb and Jayden were all shocked. 

Jayden was certain that Renee was making things up or exaggerating the 
effect of Cynthion Group’s alchemical pills. To his bewilderment, she was 
telling the truth. 

Not only did Cynthion Group produce pills that could get martial artists past 
multiple barriers, but they also helped Renee ascend to the Emperor State, 
skipping the Peak Overlord, Semi-Emperor, and Initial Emperor State at once. 

Cynthion Group’s alchemical pills were hardly what he originally imagined and 
they were even more powerful than how Renee described them. 

This completely went against his knowledge of martial arts and for a moment, 
he could not help doubting everything he knew. 

“Uncle Jayden, as you can see, here’s the evidence you want. Is there 
anything else you’d like to say?” Renee said smugly and looked at Jayden 
with a mocking expression. 

“I-” Jayden’s expression darkened. He wanted to argue, but his words failed 
him. 

After all, he was staring at the living proof of what Renee said. 

With the help of the alchemical pills, Renee went past three barriers and 
ascended to the Emperor state. 

This was enough to prove that Cynthion Group’s alchemical pills could indeed 
get martial artists past the bottlenecks of their training and he was not given 
any room to doubt this any longer. 

If the effects of the alchemical pills were as Leon claimed, it would be true that 
the Premium Energy Nurturing Pill got Jensen to the Emperor State as well. 

What Renee said was the truth and she was not bluffing as he initially 
imagined. 

Shocked, his expression darkened further. In the end, he could only quiet 
down and the arrogant look on his face disappeared. 



“Great!” “The alchemical pills are powerful!” “We have been underestimating 
Cynthion Group!” 

Caleb and the elders recovered from the shock and were all moved. 

Hugo told them repeatedly that the alchemical pills had great potential and 
market value and tried his best to convince them to finalize the deal with 
Cynthion Group. 

However, Cynthion Group was just a faceless pharmaceutical firm and they all 
underestimated its value, so none of them took Hugo’s words seriously. 

Upon learning what the alchemical pills could truly accomplish, they finally 
understood what Hugo was trying to do. 

The Premium Energy Nurturing Pills could enhance martial artists’ power and 
increase the chances of a breakthrough effectively, making them far better 
than ordinary herbs. 

On top of that, there were even pills that could get martial artists past multiple 
barriers. 

Though this might not be all that helpful for martial artists in the older 
generation, it could aid most families in increasing the strength of the younger 
martial artists and thus creating martial artists in the Emperor State. 

For most families, including the Morrisons, martial artists in the Emperor State 
were the pillars of the family’s strength. 

If the alchemical pills could indeed produce martial artists in the Emperor 
State within a short period, their market values were unmeasurable. 

Anyone who would partner with Cynthion Group would be able to seize control 
of the fate of all families in the western region. 

At that moment, they finally realized how important the deal with Cynthion 
Group was. 

 

 


